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ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIVERSITY
The Ohio State University, located at Columbus, is a part of the public
educational system maintained by the State. It comprises a Graduate
School and ten Colleges, each under the administration of a Dean and
College Faculty as follows:
Graduate School
College of Agriculture, including the School of Home Economics
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Commerce and Administration, including the
Schools of Journalism and
Social Administration
College of Dentistry

College of Education
College of Engineering, including the School of Mineral Industries
College of Law
College of Medicine, including
the School of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
College of Veterinary Medicine

The University publishes a bulletin describing the work of each of
the Colleges. Copies may be obtained by addressing the University
Examiner, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. Persons desiring·
information are invited to send for the bulletin of that College in which
they are interested.
This Bulletin is devoted exclusively to a description of the work offered
at the Franz Theodore Stone Laboratory.
THE FRANZ THEODORE STONE LABORATORY
The University maintains a Laboratory on Gibraltar Island at Put-inBay, Ohio, during the Summer Quarter, which provides opportunity for
the investigation of the biology of the Lake region, and for giving certain
courses of instruction in Zoology and Entomology, and Botany.
• A visiting professor to be appointed in the field of zoology. Announcement to be made.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Franz Theodore Stone Laboratory is located on Gibraltar Island,
near Put-in-Bay, in the midst of the Lake Erie Archipelago. Formerly
known as the "Lake Laboratory," it was first opened at Sandusky in
1896. In 1903 it was transferred to Cedar Point and again in 1918
to Put-in-Bay. In 1925 Mr. Julius F. Stone presented the Island of
Gibraltar to the University for a permanent Laboratory site and the
Laboratory was established there in 1926. In accepting this noteworthy
gift the Trustees of the University renamed the Laboratory in memory
of the donor's father, Mr. Franz Theodore Stone.

GIBRALTAR ISLAND FROM THE EAST

LOCATION
Gibraltar Island, comprising between eight and nine acres, lies in
the entrance to Put-in-Bay Harbor. It rises fifty feet above the Lake,
precipitously on two sides, and its rocky surface, wherever exposed, bears
deep grooves where it was scarred by the ice during the glacial period.
There never has been any attempt at cultivation and, except where the
buildings stand, the whole island is covered with open natural forest.
The island has many interesting historical associations. During the
War of 1812 it was fortified by Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry and the
Battle of Lake Erie was fought a short distance from this site. In 1861,
Jay Cooke, the great financier of the Civil War period, purchased the
island for a summer home and afterward entertained many noted men in
the great stone house, known locally as "Cooke's Castle." The property
remained in the possession of the descendants until it was purchased by
Mr. 'Stone for the Laboratory.
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The Franz Theodore Stone Laboratory is situated about fifteen miles
northwest of the city of Sandusky and about six miles from the nearest
point of the mainland, Catawba Point. Put-in-Bay is the most generally
accessible island port on the Great Lakes. There are daily steamers
from Cleveland, Toledo, and Detroit and several vessels each day from
Sandusky. An automobile ferry makes five trips a day from Catawba
Point. Gibraltar Island is less than a quarter of a mile from Put-in-Bay.

GIBRALTAR ISLAND, NORTH SHORE

More than twenty other islands of the Lake Erie archipelago are
within easy reach by power boat from the Laboratory and many of these
present features of special interest. Lake Erie is the richest in flora
and fauna of all the Great Lakes, and the islands offer a varied environment of rocky shore, pebbly, sandy, and muddy beaches, woodland, field,
and swamp. On the mainland within reach are extensive sand dunes and
large marshes. The location is therefore exceptionally well suited for a ·
Great Lakes biological station.
AIMS AND PURPOSES
The Laboratory is designed to afford the best possible opportunity to
investigators, teachers, and graduate students for research and instruction in the biology of the Lake Erie region, with particular reference to
aquatic conditions. It also provides a meeting ground for biologists.
Opportunities for research work are exceptionally good. No elementary
courses are offered and the advanced courses given are not meant to
duplicate exactly what is offered at the University. Certain of them
cover phases of field biology and thus give a first-hand knowledge of
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animal and plants in their natural surroundings. Such courses form
an almo t indisp nsable supplement to the more strictly laboratory type
of university and college training in biology.
DATES OF THE SESSION
The six-weeks course of instruction will open on Monday, June 17, and
will close on aturday, July 27. The Laboratory will be open to tudent
and investigators for the remainder of the season. Students desiring to
take any of the courses of instruction should arrive in time to be present
on the opening day. Investigators who do not desire credit for work may
register at any time.

NEW LABORATORY BUILDING

FACILITIE
The fireproof laboratory building, 40 by 90 feet, three tories high, i
fully equipped. The basement story contains storerooms for chemical ,
glassware, etc., darkroom for experimental and photographic work, one
general laboratory and one chemical laboratory; the main floor is devoted
lo four general laboratories and five private research room ; the upper
story consi t of one, large library and reading room, which al o erve
as a general meeting place, and ten rooms for private re earch. Water
and electric current are supplied to every room.
A 36-foot power boat, a smaller power boat, a launch, and six row-boats
constitute this type of equipment. The Laboratory is well supplied with
microscopes, glasswar , aquatic collecting and limnological apparatu ,
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and other general and special equipment for teaching and research. The
library contains the nece sary standard books of reference. There is also
a large number of reprints from the United States Bureau of Fisheries
and other governmental and state publications, as well as those of biological surveys from various sources, and the papers of individual
workers.
FEES
All students are required to pay a laboratory fee of $10.00 for the six
weeks or $20.00 for the entire Summer Quarter. Students who have not
previously matriculated in the University are required to pay in addition
the matriculation fee of 15.00. Independent investigators may enroll
at any time without the payment of any fee unless credit for the work is
desired from the University.

THE SHORE OF GREEN ISLAND

METHODS OF WORK
As a rule the work in any given course occupies the entire teaching
day for three days of each week. The courses are so arranged as to days
of the week that there is usually little danger of conflict. The work will
consist of field observations, the study of the relation of organisms to
their environment, and work in the laboratory. The courses in ecology
are well adapted to fit teachers in secondary schools and colleges for
presenting this phase of biology to their students. The opportunity for
making teaching collections is exceptionally good.
CREDENTIALS
Graduate students from other institutions than the Ohio State University who desire credit for the work done at the Laboratory must present
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credentials from the institution they are attending or have last attended.
Undergraduates are no longer admitted. Graduates must present a statement of graduation and indicate the biological courses for which credit
was obtained. The registrar or dean of an institution is usually t he
proper person to furnish credentials. Such credentials shoiild be submitted to the Entrance Board of the Ohio State University at least two
weeks before the opening of the session, in order to avoid delay in registration. Investigators who do not desire university credit need present
no such credentials. In case of doubt as to the method of procedure t he
Director may be addressed.
UNIVERSITY CREDIT
Graduate students in course or research work are allowed a maximum of fifteen hours credit for the Quarter, and will be expected to continue the work for the full period of the Quarter on a research or problem
basis under direction after the six weeks of course work is completed.
Credits are transferable to other institutions under the usual regulations.
FREE TABLES F'OR INVESTIGATORS
Properly qualified persons who may desire to engage in the independent investigation of biological problems will be cordially welcomed.
No fees will be charged, and table or room, boats, aquaria, etc., will be
supplied, subject only to such provisions as may be necessary to make
the facilities equally available to all. Each investigator will be expected
to furnish his own microscope, personal equipment and unusual ap·
paratus or reagents needed in his investigation unless otherwise arranged for.
It is presumed that all persons taking advantage of this provision
are fully prepared to do independent work and, while suggestions and
conferences may be freely granted, no claim upon the time of instructors
is assumed.
'The Laboratory will be open for investigators and independent workers from June 15 to September 1 and at other times if the nature of t he
problem should make this desirable. Application for table or room should
be made as early as practicable. With the application there should be sent
a statement of the time during which accommodations will be desired
and some indication of the :f,,acilities that will be required.
EXCURSIONS
From the nature of the locality a great number of interesting excursions are possible, and many rich collecting grounds may be visited.
Special trips are occasionally planned. Among the points of special
interest are: Tern breeding grounds on Hen and Chicken Islands, sand
dunes of Cedar Point, marshes of East Harbor and West Harbor, Green
Island, plant associations of Point Pelee (Canada), dunes of Sandy Beach,
Sister Islands, glacial grooves on Kelleys Isiand and Starve Island, Sandusky Bay and River, fossil bearing rocks of Pelee Island (Canada), etc.
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GENERAL LECTURES

Evl!ning lectures of general interest are given by members of the
station staff and other lecturers are secured from outside. These lectures
are given weekly or oftener.

JAY COOKE MANSION
Main Residence and Men's Dormitory

LIVING AND EXPENSES
The Laboratory possesses admirable living quarters in the Jay Cooke
Mansion and Barney Cottage. The former, which constitutes the men's
dormitory, is a large, well-furnished house of more than twenty rooms,
the former summer home of Jay Cooke. Barney Cottage is a moderri
house of the bungalow type, with a large living room and six large bedrooms. This building is used as a women's dormitory. Both buildings
are fully equipped with furniture, bedding, bath rooms and electric lighting. A new dining hall with ample accommodations for all was completed in 1929.
Those who desire to live in the dormitories should make arrangements
well in advance, by correspondence with the Director. Those who desire
to have their families with them during the Laboratory session may find
convenient cottages for rent at Put-in-Bay, and a partial list of those
available may be obtained from the Director. Boat service to and from
Gibraltar Island will be provided for those students who prefer to live at
Put-in-Bay.
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A charge of $10.00 per week is made for room and board, for students
living at the Laboratory. Payment should be made in advance at the
beginning of the session. Special rates will be made for those who wish
to have only one or more meals a day at the laboratory dining hall.
Students in entomology will need $6.50 for books, insect boxes, and
pins. Incidentals will cost probably $10.00.

BARNEY COTTAGE, THE WOMEN'S DORMITORY

RECREATION
In addition to the field work, collecting excursions and outdoor activities connected with the regular work, the opportunities for boating
and bathing provide abundant means for physical exercise. The best
of health has been the rule with those in attendance during the past
years.
PERSONAL EQUJPMENT SUGGESTIONS
For the benefit of persons who have not previously attended the Laboratory the following list of articles is given as a guide in making
preparations:
Strong, comfortable shoes and clothing suitable for tramping or
general field work (tennis shoes are a great convenience) ; sweater and
other provisions for cool weather; rain coat; bathing suit; towels; flash
light; field, laboratory and lecture notebooks, although these can be obtained at the Laboratory; simple dissecting set; hand lens and canvas
collecting bag for personal use (furnished for class use) ; strong knife;
kodak; any textbooks, general or special, dealing with the subjects to be
studied will be useful. Do not brin~ bedding or electric iron as these are
furnished.
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APPLICATIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE
Prospective students and investigators are requested to enter into
correspondence as soon as possible. Advice with regard to the possibilities for research, the lines of work students should pursue or any information concerning the Laboratory will be gladly given. It is not
wise to come to the Laboratory without previous correspondence with

GIBRALTAR ISLAND, WEST END
Showing Open Forest Growth

those in charge. For those who fail to do this there can be no guarantee of proper accommodations.
Correspondence should be addressed to the Director, R. C. Osburn,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
After June 13, address all correspondence to R. C. Osburn, Director,
Gibraltar Island, Put-in-Bay, Ohio.
COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION
The steamer service available from Sandusky, Cleveland, and Detroit
affords exceptionally good facilities for reaching the Laboratory with a
minimum expense.
The most frequent communication with the mainland is by way of
·Sandusky, and therefore, in most instances it will be best to go to
Sandusky by rail and change there to steamers for Put-in-Bay. Until
July 1st, one should reach Sandusky not later than one o'clock in order
to make connection with the boat, which leaves early in the afternoon.
After July 1st, a steamer leaves Sandusky twice daily, once in the morning and once in the afternoon, from Chippewa dock at the foot of Columbus Avenue. Inform~tion regarding exact steamer schedules may be
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obtained from J. A. Millott, who has a b:ansfer office on the dock. Steamboat schedules from Detroit, Cleveland, and Toledo vary somewhat from
year to year, and therefore no exact information as to the time of leaving
these cities caA be given. The auto ferry from Catawba Point, near Po1·t
Clinton, will make several trips on Saturday and Sunday, June 15 and 16.
After June 23 this ferry will make five trips a day during the rest of the
season. The auto ferry from Catawba Point also handles passengers and
baggage. A boat from the Laboratory will meet incoming steamers at
the dock in Put-in-Bay, if the Director is notified in regard to time of
arrival. There is telephone service from Put-in-Bay to the Laboratory.
BAGGAGE, FREIGHT AND MAIL
Mail, express and freight should be addressed in care of THE LABORATORY, GIBRALTAR ISLAND, PUT-IN-BAY, OHIO.
Millott's transfer agency on the Chippewa Dock in Sandusky is reliable
and will give prompt attention to bringing trunks from the railroad
stations to the steamer. At Catawba Point baggage may be placed directly
en the auto ferry "Erie Isle." At Put-in-Bay the Laboratory launch will
meet passengers and transfer baggage when notified.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
For graduate credit, registration for the entire Quarter is desirable,
credit being adjusted to the amount of work done.
ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY
670. ADVANCED ENTOMOLOGY. Five credit hours. Prerequisite, Zoology 401-402, or equivalent. Professor Kennedy.
This course is recommended to students who desire to prepare for professional work in entomology, to those who wish to study some special
group of insects, and to those students of biology who wish to know the
insect groups and their modes of life. Collecting, identification, and field
work are stressed. Field trips are made to various islands and the
mainland.
Not open to students who have credit for Entomology 651.

A FIELD

TRIP IN

ECOLOGY

604. ECOLOGY OF FRESHWATER ANIMALS. Five credit hours. Prerequisite, Zoology 401-402, or equivalent, and one additional year of biological work. Professor Krecker.
This course deals with the relations of the aquatic animals of the
region to their surroundings. The varied environments of t,he La'Re
afford good opportunities for this work. The student is also made
familiar with the associations to be found in streams and ponds. The
factors governing these associations and the general conditions of aquatic
existence are considered. Lectures, field and laboratory work.
622. ADVANCED INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY. Five credit hours. Prerequisite, Zoology 401-402 or equivalent, and one additional year of biological
work. Professor Williams.
Note: The prerequisite course numbers refer to the University Cataloa.
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An advanced course dealing especially with the aquatic invertebrates
of the region for students who wish to familiarize themselves with t he
structure and classification of these forms. The work includes laboratory study of material from the region and lectures on the principles
of invertebrate structure and relationships.
624. ICHTHYOLOGY. Five credit hours. Professor R. C. Osburn.
Special course devoted particularly to lake fishes, their classification,
habits, food supplies, development, parasites and diseases, economic importance, principles of conservation, etc.
Given to students especially qualified for this work. Instructor should
be consulted before registering.
700. SPECIAL PROBLEMS. Three to five credit hours. Prerequisite,
Zoology 401-402 and 625-626 or Entomology 550-551 or equivalent and
the consent of the professor in charge. Professors Osburn, Krecker,
Williams, and Kennedy.
Subject for investigation may be selected from one of the following:
animal ecology, ichthyology, life history, development, morphology,
taxonomy, or some other phase of zoological or entomological study.
*808. INVERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY. Five credit hours.
A study of mitosis, segmentation, and germ layer formations of different types, but with special emphasis on the development of the fish. The
course will be offered, as far as possible, from material collected at the
Laboratory. Students properly qualified may undertake the study of
some embryological problem.
*830. BEHAVIOR OF THE LOWER ORGANISMS. Five credit hours. P rerequisite, two years of work in biological subjects. Permis ion of the instructor.
The course is intended as an introduction into general physiology. It
will deal primarily with the behavior of the lower organisms, especially
the protozoa. It will consist of laboratory work, lectures, conferences,
and reports by the students.
950. RESEARCH WORK IN ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY. Five to ten
credit hours. Prerequisite, Zoology 401-402, 625-626 or equivalent.
Properly qualified graduate students who so desire may enter upon
some fauna!, ecological, or other problem under the direction of t he
instructor in charge of the subject chosen. The Director, Professor
R. C. Osburn, of the Department of Zoology and Entomology in the
University, will be in attendance for the greater part of the season.
He will at all times be glad to lend his advice and counsel to students
engaged in zoological research. Professors Krecker and Kennedy will
also direct research in their particular fields.
BOTANY
THE FJUJ:SHWATER ALGAE. Five credit hours. Prerequisite,
five Quarters of biological work and the consent of the instructor. Pro·
fessor Tiffany.
The course includes lecture, library, field, and laboratory work on the
665.

•Not given in 1935.
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freshwater algae of the region, with particular emphasis on the phytoplankton. The aim of the course is to familiarize the student with the
common forms of algae, experience in the use and making of keys,
methods of collecting and preserving algae, and acquaintance with literature necessary to an appreciation of these plants.
701. SPECIAL PROBLEMS. Three to eight credit hours. Prerequisite,
Botany 401-402 and one additional year of some biological subject, and
the permission of the instructor. Professor Tiffany.
Properly qualified students may select some subject in ecology, morphology, taxonomy, or some other problem of the freshwater algae.
950. RESEARCH. Five to ten credit hours. Prerequisite, Botany 665
or equivalent. Professor Tiffany.
PUBLICATIONS AND RECORDS
A great many publications have been based wholly or in part on investigations made at the laboratory, dealing with many phases of biological
work. Most of these have appeared in biological journals, but a few of
them have been issued as special contributions from the laboratory.
A constantly growing card catalog record of plant and animal species
ciccurring in the region serves to show the material available for research
and forms a basis for faunistic and ecological tudies.
Lists of scientific publications and of the species available for research
studies in the various groups may be had by addressing the Director.
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MAP OF THE ISLAND REGION OF LAKE ERIE, SHOWING LOCATION OF
THE FRANZ THEODORE STONE LABORATORY AND AUTOMOBILE
ROUTES TO CATAWBA POINT

